
Dean’s Order no. 1/2018 (January 8) of the University of Pécs Medical School modified by 

Dean’s Order no. 6/2018 (June 29)  

on the registration of rotational year (VI. or sixth year according to the recommended 

curriculum) practices in the electronic educational system and the order of the 

examinations 

 

Preamble 

The University of Pécs Medical School (hereinafter: UPMS or the Faculty) introduced the electronic 

administration of the registration of rotational year practices for students of the General Medicine major 

starting from the academic year 2015/2016. The registrations shall be done electronically on the Obligatory 

Professional Practices (hereinafter: Neptun OPP) surface of the Neptun educational system. During the 

registrations the students have the possibility to plan the schedule (date and place) of their rotational year 

practices in advance and reserve their places in the clinics of the University of Pécs that operate with weekly 

headcount limit or in other (Hungarian or abroad) accredited hospitals, clinics and general practitioners’s 

offices. 

General provisions 

   The aim of the Order 

Article 1. The aim of the Neptun OPP system is to make the registrations more transparent, ease the 

organisation and planning of education in the clinics of UP, reduce the the paper-based documentation and 

communication, keep record of the completion of the practices on an electronic surface and help the 

statistical evaluation of the practices. 

                                           The effect of the Order 

Article 2.  The scope of this shall extend to all students with student’s legal status in the General Medicine 

major of the University of Pécs Medical School who plan to commence the rotational year in the consecutive 

academic year (in case of students progressing in line with their recommended curriculum it means the fifth 

year) and every student enrolled for the rotational year who are currently completing the rotational year 

practices. 

 

The registration of the practices in the OPP system and the order of the examinations 

 

General requirements of the registration 

 

Article 3. (1) The enrolment for the rotational year and the registration for the rotational year practices shall 

be performed exclusively in the Neptun system in the General Medicine major in all the three language. The 

order of uploading the relating documents electronically to the Neptun system can be in Annex 1. 



 

(2) In case of the malfunctioning of the educational system the students can download and use the acceptance 

letters and certificates of completion neccessary for the practices from the webpage of the Registrar’s Office. 

In this case the filled out forms shall be submitted with the signature and stamp of the course director in the 

Registrar’s Office after completing the practices. 

 

The block system of the rotational year 

 

Article 4. (1) The practices of the rotational year can be completed in one week periods (blocks) from July 

of the given year until May of the next year. The rotational year consists of altogether 44 blocks. 

(2) The practices shall be completed in 6 hours per day (30 hours per week). This is the basis of the 

calculation of the duration of the practices. It is possible to complete the required number of hours of the 

practices in a shorter period, with maximum 8 hours per day (40 hours per week). The minimum duration 

determined for the certain practices cannot be reduced any further and no absence can be accepted for the 

minimum durations of practices. 

(3) The practices can be completed in the clinics and with the accredited general practitioners of the 

University of Pécs and in the Hungarian and abroad teaching departments accredited by the Faculty in the 

working hours according to the local customs, even in case the student is taking part in ERASMUS or other 

international exchange program. 

(4) The registration for the practice places shall happen based on the headcount limits determined by the 

course directors in accordance with the capacities of the clinics. The maximum number of students per block 

shall be published on the webpage of the Registrar’s Office in February of the calendar year preceding the 

consecutive rotational year. 

 

The order of the registration for practices on the Neptun OPP surface 

 

Article 5. (1) The registrations shall start on May 31 preceding the beginning of the rotational year.  

(2) The students eligible for the registration can choose the blocks, subjects and practice place within the 

registration deadlines. The registrations of those students who registered without being eligible shall be 

deleted after closing the enrolment period. 

(3) The rotational year subjects and the deadlines for registering:  

 

 Internal Medicine (minimum 8 weeks and minimum 300 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Surgery-Traumatology (minimum 5 weeks and minimum 180 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Obstetrics-Gynaecology (minimum 5 weeks and minimum 180 hours) 



registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Paediatrics (minimum 5 weeks and minimum 180 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Neurology (minimum 3 weeks and minimum 120 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Psychiatry (minimum 3 weeks and minimum 120 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Emergency Medicine (minimum 2 weeks and minimum 60 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 Family Medicine (minimum 2 weeks and minimum 60 hours) 

registration deadline: one week before the starting block 

 

         Checking and accepting the registrations on the Neptun OPP surface 

 

Article 6. (1) The administrative officers of the Registrar’s Office shall regularly check the registrations 

based on the acceptance letters uploaded by the students. The registration can be considered valid only in 

case its status is set to „Accepted registration” by the staff of the Registrar’s Office. In case the registration 

is incomplete (eg.: the acceptance letter is missing), the status shall be set to „Supplement of documents 

required” and the student shall be informed about its details in the remarks. The status settings and the 

checking of the registrations in case of the Family Medicine practice shall be done by the course director of 

the subject in the Primary Health Care department.  

(2) The acceptance letter shall be uploaded to the Neptun OPP surface even in the case of rotational year 

students taking part in ERASMUS or other international exchange programs. Rotational year students who 

spend practices in ERASMUS program abroad define the subject matter described on the acceptance letter 

in the Learning Agreement. They make the supervisor of the practice sign the acceptance letter which they 

can upload in Neptun latest in the first week of the practice. Students who participate in the Humsirc program 

are obliged to temporarily upload the certificate of the host institution to the Neptun OPP surface, then they 

will have to upload the official UPMS acceptance letter signed and sealed at the practice place until the end 

of the first week of the practice the latest. 

(3) The students are eligible to start a practice exclusively in case it is registered and set to „Accepted 

registration” status in Neptun. 

(4) Following the completion of the practice and preceding the examination the students shall in every case 

– even in case they completed the practice in ERASMUS or other international exchange program – upload 

the certificate of completion to their accepted registration. The checking and accepting the certificates of 

completion is in every case the duty and obligation of the course director of the given rotational year subject. 

(5) Following the last block of the rotational year the Registrar’s Office shall check the registrations and 

completions of each student and the statuses and the uploaded documents of the registrations. 

 

                                     

 



The examinations of rotational year 

 

Article 7. (1) The registration for the rotational year examinations shall happen in the Neptun educational 

system throughout the whole rotational year. 

(2) The rules pertaining to the registration for the rotational year  examinations (deadlines of registration 

and deregistration, absence in an exam, retake exam fee) shall be the same as the rules determined in the 

Code of Studies and Examinations. The Dean’s exam chance specified in the Code of Studies and 

Examinations cannot be applied for in the rotational year as a fourth exam chance within a curricular unit. 

(3) The exam dates of the rotational year and their headcount limits shall be determined by the course 

directors of the rotational year subject upon agreement with the year representatives of the students. The 

possible modification or increasement of the exam dates is also the course director’s duty.  

(4) The condition of being eligible to sit for the examination in the rotational year is that the student shall 

have active student status in both semesters of the rotational year and register the rotational year subjects in 

the proper surface of Neptun in the first semester of the rotational year. Only that student can take the 

examination who completed the number of hours of the given practice as determined in the course 

description and his/her registration is set to „Completed” in the Neptun OPP surface and is registered for 

the examination in Neptun. 

(5) The Family Medicine and Emergency Medicine subjects shall result in a mid-semester grade based on 

the certificate of completion on the practice. 

(6) Following the last exam date of the rotational year the Registrar’s Office shall check the students’ grades 

in the Neptun under the subject courses. The completion of the subjects is a pre-requisite of being eligible 

to take the final closing examination.  

 

Closing and enacting provisions 

Article 8. This order shall come into effect on June 29, 2018. 

 

 

Dr. Attila Miseta 

Dean 

  



            Annex 1. 

User’s guide to Neptun 6th year practice registration 

You can do the administration of registering for the blocks and places of the rotational (6th) year practices in 

Neptun. The surface of registration you can find under Studies  Studies / Obligatory professional practices 

During the registration you can sign up for the practices of the 8 obligatory rotational year subjects (that are 

determined in the curriculum) within the registration period. You can sign up either for PTE clinics or affilated 

PTE teaching hospital or other Hungarian or foreign, but accredited teaching hospitals. 

The practice registration is obligatory, only the finalised Neptun registrations are considered valid and give legal 

basis to help any problem with registrations. 

 

 

Practice subjects 

You have to register to the rotational year subjects on two surfaces:  

1. during the practice registration period (June-April) under the 6th year practices surface in Neptun, 

where you can choose the practice places and the blocks (dates) 

2. during the enrolment and course registration period (end of June) you have to register the subjects 

themselves under Subject registration and course registration, like in the previous years to be able to 

sign up for exams (note: the rotational year is one, undivided year, but technically in Neptun it is 2 

semesters, although the course registration will be neccessary only the first semester, the second 

semester will only have to be active) 



 

  

 

 

Requirements for the practice place types 

                                                    

 

* Students who are participating in the ERASMUS or the Humsirc program have to temporarily upload a confirmation of the host 

institution (in case of ERASMUS program preferably the learning agreement containing the requirements of the given practice as 

determined in the course description and/or the acceptance letter), then he/she will have to additionally upload/send the filled out 

and verified PTE acceptance letter as well at latest until the end of the first week of the practice. 



The registration for the practice places and blocks you can do by clicking on the + sign next to the name of the 

subject, then choosing the „Apply/Details” button. In the pop-up window of practice places you will see two 

fields of lists. In the upper field you can find the „Registered sites” (= already registered practice places). In the 

lower field you can see the „Outer field practice locations” (= the list of practice places where you can choose 

from). Here you can see the name and the type of practice place. In case of PTE clinics and family doctors, the 

headcount limit and number of free spots per blocks will also be shown. 

You can apply to the chosen place by clicking on Apply/Details under the + sign. 

 

 

Adding new practice places 

 

In case your desired practice place does not appear in the Neptun lists, you have the possibility to add it. Click 

on Apply/Details under the + sign next to the practice’s name, so you get the pop-up window of registration. 



 

Click on the „Add new practicum site” button, then fill out the neccessary data in the pop-up window. Very 

important data: name and type of practice place, language of communication. 

 

 

Please take into consideration that the newly added practice places will be checked by the administrative 

officers of the Registrar’s Office and in case any supplement will be needed (e.g.: accreditation certificate), the 

reigstration will be sent back to you for correction. 

 



 

Registration for the practice blocks 

After clicking on Apply/Details you will see the practice blocks and their dates (blocks 1-44) in the pop-up window. 

The chart of blocks you can also check on the Registrar’s Office (RO) website under Graduating years. The 

registration is possible ONLY for the (weekly) blocks determined by the UPMS and only with the attachment of 

the required documents. You can choose the weeks by clicking on the blocks, then press Save to finalize it. 

Minimum block numbers to registers (1 week = 1 block) 

Internal Medicine: min. 8 weeks és min. 300 hours (max. 10 weeks) – min. 2 weeks (60 hours) in Pécs!!! 

Family Medicine: min. 2 weeks és min. 60 hours (max. 2 weeks) 

Paediatrics: min. 5 weeks és min. 180 hours (max. 6 weeks) 

Emergency Medicine: min. 2 weeks és min. 60 hours (max. 2 weeks) 

Neurology: min. 3 weeks és min. 120 hours (max. 4 weeks) 

Psychiatry: min. 3 weeks és min. 120 hours (max. 4 weeks) 

Obstetrics-Gynaecology: min. 5 weeks és min. 180 hours (max. 6 weeks) 

Surgery-Traumatology: min. 5 weeks és min. 180 hours (max. 6 weeks) 

The blocks that you can choose are orange, the ones you cannot choose are grey. Those blocks that you cannot 

choose anymore (e.g.: the spots are full or you registered to these blocks for another subject) are red. The ones 

you already registered from the given subject are green. In the block field you can see the following information: 

week, date, number of free spots, status of registration. 

IMPORTANT: Please re-fresh the pop-up window of blocks, to make sure it shows the correct number of 

available spots (the refreshing can trace of the continous changing of free spots due to the simultaneous 

registrations) 

 



                                  

 

Intermissions (splitting practices) 

Some of the rotational year practices can be split, meaning they can be completed in different part sin time and 

space (eg.: if you complete Internal Medicine outside the PTE clinic, you have to split it at least once, since 2 

weeks is boligatory to spend at the PTE clinic). Detailed summarizing chart of the intermission can be found on 

RO homepage under Graduating years. 

During the registration you can save the practice that you want to split the following way: after choosing each 

practice part, press Save and sign up for the different practice parts individually. This also helps updating the 

current number of available spots per blocks (which continiuously change with the simoultaneous registrations). 

IMPORTANT: In case of a split practice, please make sure that you choose the blocks of the practice part sin 

chronological order, otherwise the system will not let you save it. 

IMPORTANT: You have to finalize your registration! 

 

Statuses of registration 

 

You can follow the statuses of your registration according to the following: 



 In case of PTE clinics the registration changes to „Accepted registration” status immediately after 

successfully finalizing the registatrion, since in these cases the registration is actually reserving a spot 

within the determined headcount limit.  

  „Registration planned by student” in case of all the practice place types, after saving the registration, 

but not uploading the documents  and/or not finalizing the registration yet.  

  „Registration finalized by student” when you submitted the documents required to the given practice 

place type and finalized the registration with the button. 

 „Accepted registration” in case of PTE clinics and PTE family doctors and in case of other practice place 

types, when the administrative officer of RO (and in case of Family Medicine the course director) has 

approved your registration   

 IMPORTANT: It is not enough to leave your practice registrations in planning status, ONLY the finalized 

registrations can reserve your spots in case of PTE clinics and can be considered valid registrations 

even in case of practice places outside the PTE clinics. 

 

 

  



Uploading the acceptance letters 

In case of PTE Clinics you don’t have to upload acceptance letter, in case of any other practice place types 

(even with PTE family doctors), the acceptance letter is required. You can generate, print and upload the 

acceptance letter in Neptun. 

 Printing acceptance letters 

In the list of „Registered sites” click on the + sign, then choose the „Print templates” button and choose 

the relating acceptance letter from the dropdown list of the pop-up window. Then print it out, so as 

you can get the neccessary signature and stamp from the practice place. IMPORTANT: in case you 

already downloaded an acceptance letter from RO website and got it signed and stamped, then you do 

not need to generate a new one, in this case just upload the already signed document. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 Uploading acceptance letters 

In the list of „Registered sites” click on the + sign, then choose the „Attach document” button. Then you can 

upload the file in the pop-up window by choosing the document type (acceptance letter). Please upload the 

document scanned into one PDF-file. 

 

IMPORTANT: Depending on the practice place type, uploading accreditation certificate might also be 

required, that you can do in the same surface as the acceptance letter. Neptun does not generate a form for 

accreditation certificates, you need to get them from the accreditation organization (e.g.: university that is 

affiliated with the given hospital). You can upload the certificate by scanning it into one PDF file. 

By clicking on the „Finalize applications” button, the status of the registration will be „Registration finalized by 

student”. After that the administrative officer of RO will check the registration and the attached documents. 

The administrative officer will set the status to „Accepted registration” or „Supplement of documents 

required”. „Supplement of documents required” status is set in case some documents is missing or not correct. 

In case of Family Medicine practice the course director will check and accept/reject the registration with 

acceptance letter. 

When the administrative officer approves the registration, the status will be „Accepted registration”. 

In cases when the course director’s decision is required, the status will be „Waiting for course director’s 

opinion”. 

  



 

Uploading certificate of completion 

After the status of your registration is set to „Accepted registration”, you can upload only certificate of 

completion. Please upload the document scanned into one PDF-file. Until the attached certificate is not 

approved/rejected by the course director, you can delete re-upload it.  

 

After uploading the certificate, the status of the registration will be changed to „Certificate of completion 

submitted”. 

IMPORTANT: You have to upload certificate of completion to EVERY practice place that you registered (to 

PTE Clinics and PTE family doctors as well!) 

The uploaded certificates of completion will be checked by the course director for each practice place. When 

all certificates of completion of all practices places of a given practices are approved, then status will be set to 

„Completed”, if it’s rejected, the status will be set to „Not completed”. „Supplement of documents required” 

status is set in case some documents is missing or not correc 



Annex 2. 

Graduating year (Year 6) 

 

Summer practice in surgery during the 6th year may be conducted exclusively at a 

Department of General Surgery (for a period of 4 weeks) and Traumatology (1 week). 

Accreditation in support of the site of practice should be checked prior to registration, since the 

practice will be accepted only if the site is listed among the accredited facilities. 

Registration for the practice is achieved through the Neptun system. If possible, in case of practice 

planned in Pécs, we will appreciate information of your intention in an e-mail form prior to the 

practice. (Dr. Zalán Szántó szantozalan@gmail.com / Dr. András Papp papp.andras@pte.hu ). 

6th year students are selected for the different departments on the first day of practice. The 

individual responsibles for foreign students are: Dr. Zalán Szántó and Dr. András Papp. In order to 

discuss the practice scenario, each 6th year student must be present at 8 am. for the morning 

discussion, in which they are expected to give a personal introduction. 

Following receipt of their assigned post, students will be working at the allocated department under 

supervision (admission of patients and other administrative tasks, patient care under supervision, 

dressings, etc.) and they will also receive assignments at the General Outpatient Department and 

in the Specialist Service.  

Students will also be assigned positions in the operating theaters as assistants, the order of which 

will be available for inspection at the different departments after 3 pm. on the day prior to surgery 

(students are not informed about surgery schedules via e-mails). 

In the event a student is not able to attend surgery, it is the student’s responsibility to find a 

substitute and to inform the person in charge of the surgery schedule (Dr. László Illényi / Prof. 

Dezső Kelemen or Anita Horváth and Szilvia Bálint at the Administration Office). 

Excused absences from the practice during the 6th year within the limit should be compensated. 

Absence without justification will lead to denial of acceptance of practice completion. 

Independent of the number of pages, certification of practice completion should be uploaded onto 

Neptun in one single file. 

Exam: 

Examination is conducted ORALLY following registration onto Neptun, and will be based on the 

list of final exam topics available in the current curriculum. 

Location: Meeting room in the Surgery Clinic (5th floor, Wing C, in front of the Operating Theatre 

Unit) Exams will begin on each day at 1300 hours. 
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